Wordhood at all levels: A stratal account of minimality effects in Kharia
The prosodic word domain (ω) in Kharia (Munda) comprises the lexical root as well as stem and word
level affixes. Clitics, however, are not included in ω (Peterson 2008, 2011):
(1)

a.
b.

[laN]ω ‘tongue, language’
[buwaN]ω ‘snake’

c.
d.

[munuPsiN]ω ‘east’
[o-y-eN]ω =a ‘CAUS-y-return=INF’

While (1) shows that ω in Kharia can in principle stretch over any number of σ, there are two morphological contexts in which Kharia imposes a strong bi-syllabic minimality restriction: (i) The masdar is
identical to the verb stem unless it is monosyllabic, in which case the masdar is formed by full stem
reduplication ((2) ab.); (ii) A clitic must be included in ω if ω were otherwise monosyllabic ((2) cd.).
We thus face the (seemingly) paradox situation that Kharia exerts strong minimality restrictions in two
specific morphological contexts, while being generally non-restrictive elsewhere.
(2)

a.
b.

[kersoN]ω ‘marry (M ASD)’
[lam-lam]ω ‘RED-seek (M ASD)’

c.
d.

[aw=na]ω ‘remain=INF’
[bhai=ki]ω ‘brother=PL’

I propose an analysis that is couched in Stratal OT (Bermúdez-Otero, 2012) coupled with Colored Containment (Trommer, 2015) and relies on the Prosodic Hierarchy and the idea of Prosodically Defective
Morpheme affixation (Zimmermann, 2014). My account distinguishes three morphological strata with
different constraint rankings. On the stem level, a constraint ω⇒σ demanding a prosodic word node
to dominate no less than two σ (word minimality) is ranked high, but is satisfied vacuously, since no ω
nodes are present in the lexical morpheme representations in Kharia. The only exception is the masdar,
which in my analysis is formed at the stem level by affixing an empty prosodic word node: M ASD ↔
ω. The effect of this is stem reduplication in the case of monosyllabic stems. On the word level, a
high-ranked ω! demands structures to be headed by a ω, but the minimality constraint is ranked very
low, leaving words as in ((1) a.) unaffected. Word level insertion of epenthetic ω thus counter-feeds stem
level reduplication. The input to the postlexical level is the output of the word level plus any number
of clitics. ω⇒σ is ranked high on this level, and for that reason, the ω domain extends to a clitic if the
word is monosyllabic. Contrary to the stem level, however, no repair mechanisms such as reduplication
are allowed to satisfy ω⇒σ, which means the revelant faithfulness constraints outrank ω⇒σ.
Additional evidence for this analysis comes from two angles. First, masdar forms of verbs prefixed with
a causative morpheme never trigger reduplication, even if the verb root is monosyllabic ((3) ab.). This
follows naturally from the aforesaid if CAUS is also analysed as a stem-level affix (see table (5)). Second,
ω expansion is blocked if the word ends with a glottal stop ((3) cd.). The reasons for this are a bit more
intricate. Kharia has a word level ban on coda [P], which is repaired by echo vowel epenthesis (often
omitted in transcriptions, but clearly present phonetically). The input to the postlexical level is therefore
not monosyllabic, but bisyllabic, and there is no reason for ω to extend to a clictic (see also (4)).
(3)

a.
b.

[ob-ruP]ω ‘CAUS-open (M ASD)’
[oP b-bay]ω ‘CAUS-make (M ASD)’

c.
d.

[oP]ω =ki ‘house=PL’
[oP]ω =te ‘house=OBL’

This approach to minimality effects captures important generalisations about Kharia phonology without
resorting to lexically indexed constraints (Pater, 2009) or construction-specific cophonologies (Inkelas
and Zoll, 2005). By adopting a stratal perspective, the seemingly exceptional behaviour of masdar forms
and clitics can be deduced to a variably-ranked constraint ω⇒σ demanding prosodic minimality on the
stem level and the post-lexical level, but not on the word level.
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(4)

Evidence for ω:
The primary phonetic manifestation of ω is a rising pitch pattern (LH) over the whole word domain. Peterson (2011, 35–49) provides acoustic evidence that pitch consistently stops rising at the
right ω edge, with F0 falling considerably low on any clitics outside of ω. Acoustic illustrations
of echo vowel epenthesis are given as well.

(5)
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